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 Reverse Trike 2007 Suzuki Bandit 1250 - $5250 (Scandia, MN)

This listing is for a 2007 Suzuki Bandit 1250 combined with a dune buggy chassy into a reverse trike. For all intents and purposes it's the poor man's T-Rex minus

$55k. I've used this to drive to work and pick my daughter up after school. Safer then your average bike and I still get 40 mpg.

Bike Model is a GSF1250S. Right now the bike has 5600 miles on it. It uses the stock bike gauges and can be with some parts converted back to the original

bike. The bike is not permanently modified. It has an aftermarket Shift display so you know what gear you are in. I put a new gear on the rear for more low end
torque. The dune chassis has been elongated for a more comfortable ride. The shocks were upgraded to QA1 adjustable shocks for a better ride. Can be tuned to

your weight. The steering has been all replaced to a stronger setup. The bike is setup for my size 5'9" and maybe be tough to fit a shorter person without seat
adjustment. I removed the rounded bike tire and put a flat 225 car tire on the rear. Rides better and takes off like a rocket. I don't know what the 0 to 60 is and it's

never been to the track. I have an 11 second trans am and off the line this is competition on the street. Tranny is solid and the engine has always been perfectly

maintained. There are no issues what so ever as all the original engineering is in place. 

The negatives... It could use a paint job or powder coating (black). The sway bar could use an upgrade to a stronger unit. A roll cage could be added very easily.
There are removable tabs for a roll cage addition. Other then that it's ready to go. The way it sits it requires nothing to drive and drive well.

Any questions ask. I don't need to sell so I won't respond to low ball offers. I am selling as I have way too many projects to finish and this one is the only one close
to completion enough to sell.
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